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Abstract 

Social issues regarding unbalanced of social classes or other societal divergences are very often 
originated by hatred, rejection, racism, jealousy, revenge, anger or disgust toward someone’s counterpart 
in a community. These social inequality and instability need careful regards. The current research work 
which focus is on the study of Wickedness in Shakespeare’s The Merchant of Venice comes out to 
promote peace through social equality and religious equity. Thus, the Psychoanalytic approach helps to 
well understand the motives that force to witness such clashes and divergences within social groups that 
have to be banished no matter what thanks to a reciprocal acceptance. 
Keywords: Hatred, Justice, Mercy, Welfare, Social Equality 

 

 

Résumé 

Problèmes sociaux au regard de l’inégalité des classes et divergences dans les sociétés sont très souvent 
causés par la haine, le mépris ou le rejet de l’autre, le racisme, la jalousie, la vengence, la colère ou le 
dégoût exprimé à l’égard d’un compatriot. Ces inégalités et instabilités sociales nécessitent donc une 
attention particulière. Ainsi le présent le travail de recherche axé sur l’étude de la Méchanceté dans The 
Merchant of Venice de Shakespeare vient à point nommé dans le but de promouvoir la paix par l’égalité 
sociale et l’équité de religion. Pour accomplir ce travail, l’approche théorique de la psychanalyse se voit 
nécessaire pour comprendre les vraies raisons de ces clivages et divergences sociétales qui doivent être 
bannir grâce à la culture du vivre ensemble. 
Mots clés: Haine, Justice, Grâce, Bien-être, Egalité Sociale 
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Introduction 

Social conflicts, terrorism, regionalism, racial or religious discrimination and other social problems are 
very often the corollaries of hatred, rejection, racism, jealousy or disgust towards a counterpart or a group 
of people. These social problems need careful regards. Therefore, this research work focuses on the 
study of wickedness having as dimensions hatred, revenge and justice, and anger in Shakespeare’s The 
Merchant of Venice, aims at promoting peace well-spread through social equality and religious equity. In 
that vein, the Psychoanalytic approach seems useful to better understand the real meanings of justice as 
remedy to hatred thanks to Shakespeare’s characters performances and speeches along the play under 
study. So, four parts are going to be observed in the current work. The three-first parts tackle respectively 
justice and hatred, revenge and anger manifestations in the play understudy and the last part urges for a 
building of peaceful community through justice promotion to detriment of wickedness. 

1. Manifestation of Hatred in The Merchant of Venice 

Hatred is one of human nature’s manifestations. It can be manifested throughout various ways. 
Discrimination, attached to racism rooted in segregation, xenophobia, selfishness or egoism and jealousy 
are some means hatred can come out and be visible in a community. Undertaken by someone, hatred 
seems to be at the origin of many conflicts worldwide. The rejection of one’s ideology or non-acceptance 
of others’ opinions about a fact can also be taken in consideration while talking about hatred manifestation. 
In The Merchant of Venice, both Christian and Jewish are from diverse doctrines. They are living in the 
same geographical area but they are separated by ideology and beliefs in religion. And then, they detest 
each other due to their religious ideologies. Jewish hates Christians as Shylock hates Antonio. This is 
clearly seen throughout the conversation between characters Shylock and Antonio: 

Signor Antonio, many a time and off 
In the Rialto you have rated me  
About my monies and my usances 
Still have I borne it with a patient shrug 
For sufferance is the badge of all our tribe.  
You call me misbeliever, cut-throat dog,  
And spit upon my Jewish gabardine, 
And all for use of that which is mine own.  
Well then, it now appears you need my help: 
Go to, then, you come to me, and you say,  
‘Shylock, we would have monies:’ you say so;  
You, that did void your rheum upon my beard,  
And foot me as you spurn a stranger cur  
Over your threshold: moneys is your suit.  
What should I say to you? Should I not say  
‘Hath a dog money? Is it possible  
A cur can lend three thousand ducats?’  
Or Shall I bend low, and in a bondman’s key, 
With bated breath and whispering humbleness,  
Say this;  
‘Fair sir, you spat on me on Wednesday last; 
You spurn’d me such a day, another time  
You call’d me dog: and for these courtesies  
I'll lend you thus much moneys’? (I, iii, 180) 

 
For Antonio, Shylock refers to a dog which acts because of its interest. He looks like a ‘cut-throat dog’ 
which is always seeking for food i.e. interest. Referring someone to ‘dog’, seems to utter that the latter is 
dirty since ‘dog’ can even search its food in refuses or dumps. And assimilate someone to ‘Jewish 
gabardine’ which stands for the suit of Jews means that the person is under one’s authority, supervision 
or control. Shakespeare in these ways of plotting shows how hatred is in its manifestation on both sides. 
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Jewish and Christians hate reciprocally one another as it is obvious in the case of Shylock and Antonio. 
Unfortunately, this is affecting a relationship in a family where a father and his daughter are in disgrace. 
Jessica, the Jewish lady disobeyed her father by falling in love with Lorenzo a Christian. However, it 
seems noticeable that one’s hatred manifestation can be also visible in the same social group, class 
advocating the same ideology.  

Therefore, one can assert without being wrong that hatred in The Merchant of Venice is centred on an 
intriguing inner in human nature  while focussing on the diverse manners it is manifested along the play. 
In social classes, wealth becomes the condition to decide whom to collaborate with or not. In that 
perspective, Shylock’s unfair behavior toward Antonio is“[…] less motivated by religion than by financial 
competition”, (E. Ciobanu, 2017, p. 3). Money or wealth determines somehow human nature. So, it plays 
key role in the way one can consider, act and collaborate with his or her mates in a community. Ciobanu 
is then arguing that the raising of Hatred in the play is linked to the religion and to financial wealthier. In 
fact, shylock enters in the play accompanied by Bassanio, Antonio’s best friend who is the need of some 
financial assistance. At a time, he said “Antonio is a good man”, (W. Shakespeare, 2010, p. 180).  
Then, by conviction, Shylock is a person who recognises other status. For him, Antonio’s wealth is 
sufficient for loaning the 3000 ducats. However, this atmosphere changed radically when he spoke to 
Antonio himself about the interest’s rate. Thus, seeing Antonio’s coming over, he got out of breath and 
put forward these words: 

[Aside] How like a fawning publican 
he looks! 
I hate him, for he is a Christian, 
But more for that in low simplicity 
He lends out money gratis and brings down 
The rate of usance here with us in Venice. 
If I can catch him once upon the hip,  
I will feed fat the ancient grudge I bear him.  
He hates our sacred nation, and he rails, 
Even there where merchants most do congregate,  
On me, my bargains and my well-won thrift,  
Which he calls interest.  Cursed be my tribe,  
If I forgive him! (I, iii, 180) 

 
Shylock hates Antonio for he is a Christian or one of the publicans who scorches Jewish tribe.  

Moreover, Antonio is a Merchant whose business can influence the interest rate. In addition, Antonio lent 
out money without taking interest’s rates. This latter is common to all Christian. It is quietly relevant to say 
that, Shylock dislikes the way Christians are governed by religion and financial background. Such attitudes 
of disliking someone counterpart regarding resentment are also denounced by other scholars. This lasting 
of conflictual situation forces Cailes to assimilate the period to “the ancient grudge” while describing the 
Renaissance period in England (M. Cailes, 2012, p. 53). For Michael Cailes, people are exaggerating in 
their commitment of evil resentment toward their counterpart likewise in England as depicted in 
Renaissance period. Shakespeare, through his character Shylock is drawing the readers’ attention on the 
magnitude of the discrimination that is being hold upon the Jewish tribe for long ago.  

2. Revenge and the Manifestation of Justice in The Merchant of Venice 

Justice and the need of justice are mainly two distinctions that Shakespeare brought to enlighten on 
Hatred in its various ways of manifestation. Shylock was on the way to end Antonio’s life by asking his 
flesh for the money he owed him. Shakespeare plotted his characters namely Shylock, Portia, and Antonio 
in such a way to shed light on the misbehaviours prevailing in his era. Justice is thrown away and 
something needs to be done to balance what is unbalance in his living society where native people from 
the same area and who live together are destroying one another. They cannot grant help to their 
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counterparts. Hatred, in its climax, is due to the non-existence of justice. In fact, Shakespeare illustrates 
the need of justice throughout his character Shylock’s ardent desire to stroke the wealthy Christian 
Antonio’s growth. Shylock’s need of Justice is manifested in unfair different contexts. And focusing on the 
Holy Bible, Shakespeare is urging people through his characters to well-balance the situations by 
considering all people of the community.  
For instance, through the words of Shylock, he wanted to make Christian and Jewish understand how 
they are alike and have to share the same understanding of ancient testament of Holly Bible. Shylock 
says: 

When Laban and himself were compromised 
That all the eanlings which were streak’d and pied 
Should fall as Jacob’s hire, the ewes being rank, 
In the end of autumn turned to the rams, 
And when the work of generation was 
Between these wooly breeders in the act, 
The skilful shephered peel’d me certain wands  
And, in the doing of the deed of the kind, 
He stuck them up before the fulsome ewes, 
Who then conceiving did in eaning time 
Fall parti-colur’d Lams, and those were Jacob’s 
And thrift is blessing, if men steal it not (I, iii, 180) 

 
Shylock uses these words from the Genesis to tell Antonio that the greatness comes from what you safely 
and rightly earn. Indeed, it is not a matter of being smart or sharper than others but still frank in our daily 
dos. For sure, man needs to be rewarded for his task but in safe way. Shylock’s words seem to be an 
appeal for self-justice. This interpretation of Jacob’s story is to  impose everyone an interest rate. It means 
“what he wants is to defeat his enemies with the same weapons they use, on a common ground”, (E. 
Ciobanu, 2017, p. 3). The self-interest or a group-interest keeping in solving social problems, can also 
originate hatred. Antonio and Bassanio compared Christians and Jewish and said that the formers are 
superior to the latter. That is what is hidden in Antonio’s abrupt reply to Shylock: 

Mark you this, Bassanio, 
The devil can cite Scripture for his purpose 
An evil soul producing holy witness 
Is like a villain with a smiling cheek, 
A goodly apple rotten at the heart: 
O, what a goodly outside falsehood hath! (I, iii, 180) 

 
Through this quotation, Antonio is defending his social group to the detriment of the other ones with which 
he is somehow also connected to. The two social groups are living in the same geographical area. Being 
compared indirectly to a ‘devil’ and ‘a goodly apple rotten at the heart’ meaning a cunning person, is unfair 
for some parties living in a society and which ruled by the same law. The merging of Jew to ‘an evil soul 
producing holy witness’ from a rich person like him might be an object of vengeance though the need of 
justice. One may wonder whether there is a law or not in Venice and how that law could allow such a 
reciprocal treatments.  

Inevitably, this is an occasion for Shylock to pull out the knife of his hatred. His decision cannot be 
accomplished without consequences. In that same logic, it said that: “hatred is based on the perception 
of the others, but also has a strong relationship with ourselves, with our personal history, and its effects 
on our personality, feelings, ideas, beliefs, and especially our identity”, (J. I. Navirro, 2015, p.1).  So, 
Shylock may destroy whatever he has achieved. According to a common-say used to say that nothing 
good is done in hurry. Yet, Antonio is unable to pay his loans within the specified delay. Thus, that 
strengthens and grants Shylock the opportunity and the power to take his revenge on him. This rivalry is 
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laid in no means if it is not based on consciousness. This unbelievable manifestation of Hatred is really 
at work when he asked for a ‘pound of flesh’ as the forfeit for the debt. Shylock said: 

If you repay me not on such a day, 
In such a place, such sum or sums as are 
Express’d in the condition, let the forfeit 
Be nominated or an equal pound 
Of your fair flesh, to be cut off and taken 
In what part of your body please’ thy me (I, iii, 180) 

 
It can clearly be seen that in the case Antonio does not pay on terms of the solicitor’s act, he would pay 
a ‘fair flesh’ of himself. This way of taking revenge or seeking for justice is neither good for Shylock nor 
for the entire community. That is the reason why Justice has to intervene to deal with such dreadful issue. 
Rightly, the Court of Justice of Venice was called on the case by Shylock to solve the issue so as to take 
the pound of flesh from Antonio as Shylock wished and wanted it. Everything was at Shylock’s hand 
because the bond is well known by the law. Shakespeare makes use of the Court of Justice to illustrate 
the social responsibility that is involved in the showcase. Antonio was guilty and since he is before the 
court, the law has to be passed unless the accuser asked for mercy upon the blamed one. The Duke 
asked for Mercy on Antonio. Unfortunately, Shylock answered severely through the following words: 

I have possess’d your grace of what I 
Proposed; 
And by our holy Sabbath, have I sworn 
To have the due and forfeit of my bon: 
If you deny it, let the danger light  
Upon your charter and your city’s freedom (IV, i, 193) 

 
This way of seeing things has to be considered as the unconscious reasoning of someone. He was 
begged with 10,000 ducats equalling to the triple of the 3,000 ducats with the interest rates in order to 
have his mercy. That seems not to fancy and persuades him. His so called need of justice is more 
important than his ducats. This kind of insolence has to be banished from any society. Unfortunately 
instead of giving a strong argument to stand on the fact that he needs justice for himself and his tribe 
members, he advocates that: 

You’ll ask me, why I rather choose to have 
A weight of carrion flesh than to receive 
Three thousand ducats: I’ll not answer that: 
But, say it is my humour: is it answere’d? 
What if my house be troubled with a rat,  
And I be pleased to give ten thousand ducats  
To have it baned? What, are you answer’d yet?  
Some men there are love not a gaping pig; […] (IV, i, 193) 

 
From these words, Shylock is not questing for Justice but for a forfeit for all that (rejection, discrimination) 
Christians have said and done toward his tribe. This situation has to be handled and critically analysed 
by the law. The law could not accept any bloodshed unless it is promoting peace and justice. He would 
rather accept the ducats instead of being at derive. No mercy could match his desired justice.  
It is relevant that Shylock is going to lose everything since he advanced non convincing arguments but 
faulty ones before the court. The lawyer’s clerk Bellario’s representative Portia as portrayed by 
Shakespeare, is the person who is going to solve the case and deliver the sentence. Portia is though the 
adequate personality of the play so that she is able to deal with such an issue. She is the more educated 
and she well manipulated Venetian’s law. But despite all these qualities, she once again makes use of 
mercy and pardon to convince Shylock. Her words exemplify her diplomatic manner to preside over the 
cases before the court. Portia said to Shylock: 
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The quality of mercy is not strain’d, 
It droppeth as the gentle rain from heaven  
Upon the place beneath: It is twice blest:  
It blesseth him that gives, and him that takes. 
‘Tis mightiest in the mightiest: it becomes  
The throned monarch better than his crown; 
His sceptre shows the force of temporal power,  
The attribute to awe and majesty,  
Wherein doth sit the dread and fear of kings;  
But mercy is above this sceptred sway.  
It is enthroned in the hearts of kings,  
It is an attribute to God himself, 
And earthly power doth then show likest God's 
When mercy seasons justice. Therefore, Jew,  
Though justice be thy plea, consider this. 
That in the course of justice, none of us 
Should see salvation: We do pray for mercy; 
And that same prayer doth teach us all to render  
The deeds of mercy. I have spoken thus much  
To mitigate the justice of thy plea,  
Which if thou follow, this strict court of Venice  
Must needs give sentence ‘gainst the merchant there’ (IV, i, 194) 

 
The lawyer has merely shown the greatness of mercy in order to speak of the benefit in reconsidering the 
forfeit of the bond. At this level of God involvements, Shylock has to reach out from his drowsiness into 
human nature. But since the punishment is even signed by Antonio on the agreement, the law has no 
choice than normally apply Shylock’s bond for the case. This way of proceeding will not appease things 
but that will surely make Venice be considered as unlawful society in which per capita is still promoting. 
So, the better way to collapse the protagonists before the court seems to be the balancing of offenses 
and justice for a good living atmosphere within the community. 

3. Anger in Shakespeare’s The Merchant of Venice 

Shakespeare’s The Merchant of Venice is stamping on the fair use of law wherever human acts or 
wrongdoings seem to be against-will to accomplish what the law is established for. Thus, his way of 
plotting his characters seems to be a glaring path to collapse injustice for a well-balanced world where 
people live in harmony. The extremism rooted in the manifestation of hatred; and which can be easily 
assimilated to rude Hatred and the one of Justice are insightfully the phenomenon that the author of the 
play is depicting in his play understudy in order to build a whole safety community for his members. Law 
is established to balance the wrongdoings or offenses or what is not fair for the community as well as for 
the wrongdoers and offenders. If you do not strive to enter through “The Narrow Door, it will be closed to 
you, you workers of evil”, (KJV, 1611, Luke, 13, vs 22-30).  
So, there is a divine punishment for people’s evil deeds. Law is established in the community to punish 
the guilty person. Shakespeare justifies the existence of law and said through Portia’s words that it is 
implied: 

For the intent and of purpose of the law 
Hath full relation of the penalty 
Which here appeareth due upon the bond 
[…] 
Therefore lay bare your bosom. […] 
It is so. Are there balance here to weigh 
The flesh? (IV, i, 195) 
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These words of the lawyer’s clerk Portia, is to execute the solicitor‘s agreement which existed between 
both Antonio and Shylock. These clauses between the two parties have to be rethought or retaken. 
Indeed, an issue has to be found out for the safety of the parties in conflict. The court of Justice can 
neither deny Shylock’s complaint or pleading and nor accept the bond. This kind of Shylock’s desired 
justice has to be taken away from the society. How the Justice can have mercy on someone who is 
invaded by Hatred and a vengeful feeling. For instance, answering to the lawyer’s clerk question Shylock 
says: “Tis not so express’d: but what of that? Twere good you to do much for charity”, (W. Shakespeare, 
IV, i, 195). 

Asking to Portia if it is so nominated in the bond, seems to indicate that he even doubts about how he can 
take away his demand of debtor’s flesh. Shakespeare wants his or her reader to understand here that the 
nominated trait on the ‘pound of flesh’ is established with unconsciousness. This plots the real sense of 
Hatred which usually lies on evilness. Meanwhile, since the court of justice can neither resign the trial nor 
entreat him anymore and since: “A pound of that same’s merchant flesh is thine. The court awards it, and 
the law doth give it”, (Ibid). 

 
This is to give allowance to Shylock on his taking of pound of flesh. Most definitely and based on the 
signed agreement he can proceed in that way and commits his forfeiture. But if it is the case, this 
extremism rooted in Hatred can be compared to an animosity manifestation in human’s behaviors. This 
will be quietly understood by most of people and be witnessed by the Court itself. Such an act can draw 
way to another crime. The taking or the asking of ‘the pound of flesh’ as a debt to pay back to someone 
is not expressed by any Venetian’s act; thus, this might be sentenced as a crime and an insult toward the 
justice that the court is supposed to promote. Shylock was on the way to step on Venetian’s law which 
never mentioned such a severe punishment for a wrongdoing.  
The delaying of a debt to be paid back cannot generate such an animosity or racism manifestation, (G. 
Danni, 2011, p. 44). His words offend the Venice court and its members. And he hurt the ambiance, 
harmony and even the good living atmosphere which was prevailing in the community. Venice laws have 
never asserted for vengeful and bloodiest acts. So, the court urged Shylock to ask for reparation but not 
the bloodshed. Portia said to Shylock to:  

Tarry a little; there is something else. 
This bond doth give thee here no jot of blood; 
The words expressely are ‘a pound of flesh:’ 
Taken then thy bond, take thou thy pound of flesh; 
But, in the cutting it, if thou dost shed 
One drop of Christian blood, thy lands and goods 
Are, by the law of Venice, confiscate 
Unto the state of Venice (IV, i, 195) 

 
 Antonio’s trial is about to be closed down. The judges are urging the complainer to revisit and reconsider 
his or her complaint. He has to collect his money instead of asking one’s flesh as a debt that has to be 
paid back to him. Either the agreement even was it verbal between the two men or any act of Venetians 
has never mentioned such a means of payment back. Surely, that will be a spoiling of the whole kingdom 
and its dead people soul sake.  

The mercy has to season the justice and Shylock has to prone pacific forfeiture than human flesh for 
rewarding his moral and economical injury. Even though, the falsely bond on a Christian, the need of 
unbelievable justice for a non-reasoned purpose,  a willingly desire to hurt others and the evilness in 
human nature can no longer last in a community and has should not  remain unpunished. In that 
perspective, the court is in its role of justice promotion and evil attitude rejection from the community. 
Portia recalled some articles of Venice’s laws. She said: 
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If it be proved against alien 
That by direct or indirect attempts 
He seek the life of any citizen, 
The party’ against the which he doth contrive 
Shall seize one half his goods; the other half 
Comes to the privy coffer of the state; 
And offender’s life lies in the mercy  
Of the Duke only [...] (IV, i, 196) 

 
By these words of the lawyer’s clerk, Shylock is in trouble with the Court of Justice. He becomes then the 
guilty person and not the accuser since his need of justice seems to be rooted in selfishness or one self-
interest expression. He does not want anymore his money but a flesh of a humanlike. For his personal 
glory, he is able to damage and destroy his counterpart body as well someone else life.  
This inhumanity in Shylock’s character is talkative and opens eyes. The divine or natural laws have to be 
in action. But since its implementation can take time, human plotted laws to well-balance what are not in 
right way or in the accordance with the collective acceptance has be thrown away and rejected from the 
community. Thus, the law of Venice was welcome as to save Antonio’s life. Shylock was deceived by 
Venetian’s law. The expectations of Shylock are full around to worsen. Shylock has from now to change 
otherwise he will be rejected by his community. And since he still wants to live with his country’s members, 
he does not have any other choice than to apologise before the court in order to get its clemency. That is 
surely what the author of the play portrayed through:  

For it appears, by manifest proceeding, 
That ‘indirectly and directly too 
Thou hast contrived against the very life 
Of the defendant; and thou hast incurr’d 
The danger formerly by me rehearsed. 
Down therefore and beg mercy of the Duke (IV, i, 196) 

 

Shylock is calling the Court for the state’s mercy and his sparing of rejection from his community. He 
discovers now that it will be unsecured for him to live apart from his countrymen. His isolation can originate 
more over damages. So, not only will he be rejected from his relatives but also his community too. He 
does not want to be seen as a persona non grata during his outings. He therefore seizes the granted 
opportunity to expose his stupid attitude before getting the Court’s clemency. He recognizes that he 
wronged the societal way for promoting evilness within his community. So, he has to “down therefore and 
beg mercy of the Duke”, (W. Shakespeare, Ibid, 196). His appeal toward the court shows that he does 
not rehearse his thought of the flesh asking to recover a debt before outing it. He fears now the reprisals 
of his community; and he is willing now to promote peace in his community.   

4. Reading of Wickedness and Justice for a Peaceful Community 

The seeking for peaceful community is a real issue undertaken by people in search of freedom and 
Justice. Justice has to be the society’s guidance to distinguish what is good and bad for humankind 
welfare. It has to be applied in the mind of solving conflict between countrymen. The followed assertion 
illustrates the states of someone in the quest of the Justice:  

[…] He hath disgraced  
me, and hindered me half a million; laughed at my  
losses, mocked at my gains, scorned my nation,  
thwarted my bargains, cooled my friends, heated  
mine enemies and what’s his reason? I am a Jew.  
Hath not a Jew eyes? Hath not a Jew hands, organs,  
dimensions, senses, affections, passions? […] 
If you prick us, do we not bleed?  
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If you tickle us, do we not laugh? If you poison us,  
do we not die? And if you wrong us, shall we not  
revenge? If we are like you in the rest, we will  
resemble you in that. If a Jew wrong a Christian,  
what is his humility? Revenge (III, ii, 188). 

 
These words are the complaints of a man seeking for Justice and social equality in a society where racism 
or the rejection and sufferance prevail. But that resentment of vengeance might not be a self-fight. Living 
together in community has to be promoted and encouraged. That togetherness embodied by reciprocal 
acceptance and diversity has to be reinforced. Based on that, people’s behaviours have to be well minded 
for a good relationship in a community. And that will come in evidence if only justice is promoted. Justice 
has to be promoted without any sort of discrimination.  

For sure, it is well-known that human being is by nature bivalent: living with good and bad. Shylock, in 
that extent helped Antonio by borrowing him money. Something that is good to grant help to a counterpart 
in difficulty. And while taking that behaviour he adopted, the Court is on the right to spare him and grant 
him another chance. “I say to you, that likewise joy shall be in heaven over one sinner that repented, more 
that over ninety and nine just persons which need no repentance”, (KJV, 1611, Luke, 15, vs 7). Jesus 
does not want the sinner to be killed or be removed from his community but to allow him and grant him 
chance if the latter recognized that he or she has sinned or wrongdone something against his or her 
neighbours. Instead of promoting bad behaviors, Shylock accepts and decides to change. So, in the case 
whereby the guilty is proved and the offender recognized his villainy, the court, community as well as any 
agency which is keeping Justice as aim has to reconsider the case and spare the offender. 

In that vein, the Court in spite of emphasizing on its sentence to deliver at the end of a trial has to check 
on that bivalence in human nature which can be outed abruptly while the one in case does not master his 
or her temper. So, the Court as well laws cannot be acted just to punish the offender but the Court has to 
base on the changes that have been set out by the guilty person’s side. Besides, sometime it is observable 
that the court decisions are somehow looked at as been in partial. Thus, some accusers are often not 
satisfied after being pleased by their complaint. This might be the fact that the suffering is inked in them. 
One will be right while wondering what Justice rendered if it grants more pains and sufferance.  For that, 
the law officers have to work on human nature and morality for the real changes in human nature. 
Furthermore, lawyers, judges or prosecutors or attorneys have to persuade the accused or offended 
person and the offender on their deeds instead of compelling them with the law’s denials. 

They have to incite a self-analyse or a cross-check on the guilty person’s deeds. In that logic, justice has 
to promote forgiveness and dialogue within the community and people living in the same geographical 
area. Their first goal has to be the collapsing the prisoners’ rate in the community through fair and 
constructive discussion between parties in conflict. Reconciliation of people in conflict eases way for wide 
spreading peace in a community has to be the concerns of law officers and leaders as advised by M. 
Luther King in one of his discourses about the concept of peace. That way of solving societal issues has 
to be well exploited before any other attempts. That seems to be the role played by the Court while giving 
the floor to Antonio to sentence Shylock, the newer accused person before the court due to the Antonio’s 
flesh asking as a debt to be paid. As a Christian born, Antonio does not want his friend Shylock to be put 
in jail nor to be killed. He wants Shylock to revisit his behaviours and to act as a Christian who spares the 
sinner as The Almighty God did it in the Holy Bible, (KJV, 1611, Luke, 15, vs 7). So, Antonio pleased the 
prosecutor of the Court on Shylock behalf. He said: 

So, please my lord the duke and all the court 
To quit the fine for one half of his goods, 
I am content; so he will let me have, 
The other half in use, to render it 
Upon his death, unto the gentlemen 
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That, lately stole his daughter:  
Two things provided more, that, for this favour, 
He presently become a Christian; 
The other, that he do record a gift, 
Here in the court, of all he dies possess’d, 
Unto his son Lorenzo and his daughter (IV, i, 196) 

 
Far from thinking of Christianity promoting while considering Antonio’s words before the Court as an 
address to the Court’s statement, Shakespeare is marking the good nature in human being. Here 
Christians represent the characters of good nature and people who promote peace in community in 
opposition to Jewish who are here looked at as being the bad side of human nature in the play understudy. 
Shakespeare, also wants to make it appears that, being a Christian is a way to a real change regarding 
peace importance for any community or nation’s development, (E. Tonouéwa, 2018, p. 78). And all these 
have to pass through tolerance, reciprocal acceptance of ideologies and viewpoints of the community 
country. 

 

Conclusion  

Shakespeare’s The Merchant of Venice is emphasizing on the way that today’s society  is led so as not 
to promote social injustice or unbalanced society. That is the reason why Jose Navirro said “A violent act 
is also an act of hatred, when it is based on an intense, persistent and negative perception of the other, 
who we intend and desire to hurt, destroy, or even make suffer”, (J. I. Navirro, Op.Cit, p. 2). Hatred, the 
strong and reasoned dislikes that persistently leads the hater to commit a crime or to bridge the social 
rules has to be thrown away from communities or depleted in social groups. The way things are going on 
forces to observe that “so many of us have become afraid and angry. We’ve become so fearful and 
vengeful that we’ve thrown away children, discarded the disabled, and sanctioned the imprisonment of 
the sick and the weak”, (J. Stevenson, 2014, p. 179). One needs to re-visit and change his or her 
behaviors toward his or her counterpart. For that, law and its promoters have to be flexible to avoid a 
society full of crimes, rejection, racism and discrimination and other evilness spread worldwide since 
human beings are not perfect. In short this research work is a call to governments, worldwide 
organisations and other societal actors who are fighting and promoting Justice to better understand 
human nature for a world without inequality but built on a sustainable peace.   
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